




Language & Humanities Exhibition at KPS, Nehru Nagar, Bhilai 

To bring to fore the innermost thoughts and to give creadence to one’s imaginations is the aim of 

the exhibitions held in the schools. Today’s students are full of ideas that wait to be tapped. 

On 22nd April’17 KPS Nehru Nagar had organized an exhibition of Language and Humanities 

within the school premises. The Principal Madam Savita Triapthi inaugurated the exhibition. 

Manjuri, a student of class 8 captivated everyone with a self composed English song. 

The English exhibits were categorized into games zone, poets and poetries, authors of great 

eminence and their works, books made by the students in form of journals. The displays were 

eye eatching and informative. Students waited with their displayed exhibites to explain to the 

spectators of their endeavors. 

The Hindi and Sanskrit Language exhibitions were made lively by live models and the chanting 

of shlokas on the mike by the students. 

The Humanities section was set up very colourfully. The live models here were young kids who 

represented different states and spoke the language of the states they represented. The explicite 

models and charts made by students  required very less explanations. 

The Hindi and Sanskrit sections had models from Mahabharata which are worth mentioning. 

Overall the exhibition was a resounding success which brought a glow of satisfaction not only to 

the Principal’s face but also on the face of the students and teachers. For the winners of the 

games, the students had provided token gifts. 

There was also a feedback book made by the students where parents left their feedback and 

impressions of the exhibition. Innovatively students had arranged for sticker smiles to stick 

beside each comment jotted down by the spectators present there. Like every year the exhibition 

concluded satisfactorily. The parents had come in large numbers to witness the versatility of 

their wards and applaud their capabilities. 
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